
                                                                  

                                                                            CLASS X    

                                                                        WORKSHEET 

                                                                           ECONOMICS 

 

1. Besides seeking more, What other goals can be sought by people?                                         

2. What is per capita  income?                                                                                                              

3. How is the development of a country determined?                                                                     

4. Why is tertiary sector called service sector?                                                                                  

5. In which sector are most of the people employed now-a-days?                                               

6. What is collateral?                                                                                                                              

7. Which are the major sources of cheap credit in rural areas?                                                     

8. Why is issue of sustainability important for development?                                                       

9. “Money in your pocket cannot buy all the goods and services that you may 

             need to live well” Explain with examples .                                                                                      

10. How is tertiary sector different from other sectors? Explain                                                     

11. Differentiate between public and private sectors .                                                                       

12. “Deposits in the banks are beneficial to the depositors as well as to nation” 

             Explain the statement.                                                                                                                      

13. Differentiate between primary secondary and tertiary sectors.                                                

14. What steps should be taken by the govt. to protect workers in the unorganised sector?                               

GEOGRAPHY 

1. Mention a non-renewable source that cannot be recycled and get exhausted with their use.  

2. What is the other name of black soil?                                                                                                    

3. What is rate-hole mining?                                                                                                                          

4. Which is the finest iron-ore?                                                                                                                    

5. What is NMCC ?                                                                                                                                          

6. In which year the National Jute Policy was formulated?                                                                    

7. What does the software technology park provide?                                                                             

8. How is manufacturing sector considered the backbone of economic development of the country ?        

                                                                  

9. Classify industries on the basis of capital investment? 

How are they different from one another? Explain 

10. Describe the factors responsible for the locations of jute mills in the Hugli basin?                       

11. Describe the steps that should be taken for conservation of energy resources  

12. “India has fairly rich and varied mineral resources but they are unevenly distributed” Explain  

13. Describe the different types of Iron ore and their importance.                                                          

14. Explain the consequences of indiscriminate use of resources by human beings 

15. “In India some regions are rich in certain types of resources but deficient in some other 

resources.” Do you agree with the statement? Explain with examples.                                           

History 
1. Name two secret societies established by Revolutionaries. 

2. Who was Guiseppe Mazzni ? 

3. When and where was Jallianwala Bagh incident taken place? 

4. Describe the process of the Unification of Italy. 

5. Write the role of women in the nationalist struggle of Europe. 

6. How did reinterpretation of history create  a feeling of nationalism in India ? 

7. What steps did the French revolutionaries take to create a sense of collective identity among  

         the    French people? 

8. With the help of any two countries’ examples, explain how nations developed over the  

          19th century in Europe. 

9. How did women participate in the Civil Disobedience Movement? Explain. 

10. What was Rowlatt Act ? When and why was it passed? 

 

 



CIVICS 

1. Define the term federal  Government. 

2. Why was the act of 1956 passed? 

3. What is decentralization of power? 

4. What is overlapping and cross cutting social differences? 

5. Mention one law enacted by the government for the welfare of the women. 

6. What were the series of majoritarian measures? 

7. In what ways judiciary is important for Indian Democracy? Explain. 

8. How is federalism practiced in India? 

9. Give the multi- cultural nature of social division. 

10. What are the bases of social divisions? 

11. What do you mean by sexual division of labour ? 

12. What are various forms of cast in politics? 

13. State two reasons to say that cast along cannot determine election  result in India. 

 

 

 


